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Requesting wisdom 

I would like to go over practice concerning developing different types of wisdom, which we did last 

week, and then cover each part of the wisdom visualisation and do the visualisation while reciting the 

prayer mig-tse-ma.  

The text says,  

In order to receive the blessing of special wisdom to critically analyse and comprehend 

phenomena or things to be known, visualisation goes this way: at the heart of Lama 

Tsong Khapa visualise Manjushri. At the heart of Manjushri, visualise the seed syllables 

HUM or MAM. 

You can visualise Manjushri at the heart of Lama Tsong Khapa in line with what you want to achieve. 

The visualisation of HUM and MAM as seed syllables of Manjushri here is particularly spelled out in 

root Manjushri tantra.  

Then, after visualising that you make this request:  

I beseech you to augment my wisdom for hearing, contemplation and meditation. I 

beseech you to augment or expand my intellect for lucid explanation, debate or logic, 

and composition. I beseech you to bestow common and supreme siddhis. Finally I 

request you to bless me to be like you, swiftly. 

The next prayer in the second stanza is:  

I request you to help develop spontaneously-born great bliss. I request you to eliminate 

or dispel the stains of wrong view clinging at true inherent existence. I request you to 

cut through the network of misgivings in my mind. Finally, bless me to be like you, 

swiftly. 

Thus you request. Here the father Manjushri himself has observed: through this practice imperfections 

can be cleansed, ignorance dispelled. Through body you receive expansive wisdom, from speech clear 

wisdom, from seed syllable swift wisdom, and from scripture and wisdom sword you develop 

profound wisdom. Further, wisdom, scripture, sword and sword-on-scripture help develop wisdom 

for clear explanation, debate, critical analysis, and erudite composition respectively. This is what 

Manjushri has himself said about how the practice can help develop different forms of wisdom.  

Before we do the visualisations for different forms of wisdom as expansive and so on, first this 

visualisation for total cleansing of the body and mind. For that it says as one requests thus to Lama 

Tsong Khapa and disciples, in terms of their outer inner and secret natures, then from the heart of 

Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples come hollow white light rays. These light rays, three of them, merge 

into one just before they enter your crown aperture. Milk-white nectar enters you through the light 

rays and then helps purify one of all sicknesses, demonic influences, negativities, obscurations and all 

stains of imperfection. Having totally purified you, feel that your body becomes crystal clear, 

transparent inside-out.  
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The text says, do this visualisation for total cleansing while reciting the five-line mig-tse-ma on page 

70:  

Mig me tse wai ter chen chän rä zig 

Dri me kyen pai wang po jam päl yang 

Du pung ma lu jom dzä sang wäi dag 

Gang chän kä pai tsug gyän tsong ka pa 

Lo zang drag pai zhab la söl wa deb  

 

Heart connection 

It will become apparent later, but I must say that while we do this visualisation – light rays coming 

from Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples – it is extremely beneficial to believe you have Lama Tsong Khapa 

at the centre of a lotus at the heart level of your chest. On a regular basis you can also think to yourself 

that somehow there is a fine white band like a scarf coming from the heart of Maitreya in Tushita pure 

land that is also connected to you. Always feel that you have Lama Tsong Khapa at your heart. Not 

only that, there is a physical connection in the form of white thread or thin white ribbon coming from 

the heart of Maitreya connected to your head. If you maintain this awareness all the time, then this 

will play a very important role at the time of your death: as soon as you breathe your last your 

consciousness, through the medium of the white ribbon, goes straight into the heart of Maitreya in 

Tushita pure land.  

His Holiness has observed in his teaching on this that if you always maintain this feeling that you are 

connected to Maitreya through the white ribbon, and feel that you are almost holding to the white 

ribbon, if you hold this visualisation, this feeling His Holiness says at the time of your death when 

somebody does what is called powa or transference of consciousness prayer for you, the daily practice 

of maintain this visualisation will play a vital critical role in projecting your consciousness from here to 

Maitreya in Tushita pure land.  

That’s for daily practice, for tonight please do the visualisation for total cleansing and crystallisation 

of your body as mentioned before as we recite this prayer 10 times together. As I have requested, can 

you do your best visualisation.  

Developing expansive wisdom 

Now after that, the next practice is how to develop expansive wisdom through body. It goes this way: 

expansive wisdom comes to you in the form of crimson coloured nectar, which you receive from Lama 

Tsong Khapa and disciples. The crimson nectar fills your body and once the nectars are in the body, 

the crimson nectar particles appear or transform into Manjushris inside your body from which light 

rays issue to the ten directions and they receive the expansive wisdom the Buddhas and bodhisattvas 

have in the form of deities. That is, the nectars of Buddha and bodhisattvas come to you in the form 

of innumerable deities, and this nectar – in the form of deities – fills your body. Thus:   

I pray to you Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples to bless me to develop marvellous 

expansive wisdom to engage unimpededly with oceans of scriptures and their 

meaning. 

Through body you develop expansive wisdom: nectars come in the form of Manjushri, from whom 

light rays go out. These light rays receive the expansive wisdom of Buddhas, bodhisattvas in the form 

of deities body which dissolve into you, fill your body and then this helps develop the wisdom at hand 

– expansive wisdom.  
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These visualisations are extremely beneficial for people involved in all forms of learning. At the 

moment we are dealing with expansive wisdom. With expansive wisdom you can handle any material, 

Buddhist or whatever, cut to the chase and get the meaning clearly. Could you please remember this 

visualisation: crimson nectar entering you and changing into Manjushri who emits light rays to invite 

or receive the expansive wisdom of Buddhas and bodhisattvas in deities physical form – Manjushri 

himself, in deities physical form – which dissolve into you and fill your body completely to give you the 

wisdom you are requesting at hand.  

Could you now recite mig-tse-ma and do this visualisation.  

Developing Clear Wisdom 

Next visualisation is for clear wisdom. For that again, the pattern of visualisation is the same except a 

few things change. It goes this way: clear wisdom in the form of crimson nectar enters you and at once 

your body is filled with this crimson clear wisdom. What happens once the nectars enters your body? 

The nectar particles now transform into OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHIH. The particles change into the 

mantra of Manjushri inside your body, from which emit light rays. The light rays go to ten directions 

to hook the clear wisdom Buddhas and bodhisattvas have. The wisdom of Buddhas and bodhisattvas 

come to you in the aspect of the mantra OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHIH, which again fills your body 

completely. As a result, “Please, O Guru Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples, bless me to develop clear 

wisdom to distinguish, to analyse the subtle crux of the matter without getting confused.”  

This time the wisdom received is clear wisdom in order to make clear categorical distinctions about 

the subtle crux of the matter under consideration. That’s the kind of wisdom we are seeking. Now, 

this time remember the nectars that fill your body change first into OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHIH, which 

in turn emits light rays and light rays go to ten directions to receive at their tips the clear wisdom of 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas in the very form of OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHI, which again fills your body. 

Feel that you receive the clear wisdom to make fine distinctions about crucial subject matters.  

So now, let’s do this by reciting mig-tse-ma ten times.  

Practice with conviction 

Tonight we’ll stop here after having gone over what we have already done in previous class, to make 

things more clear about what is coming from where and what changes take place. We are stopping 

here tonight and next week we will deal with visualisation about swift wisdom through the seed 

syllable DHIH. I’m quite pleased that we have been able to do this more thoroughly. As you can see, 

this is a very important helpful practice to develop different wisdoms. Do the visualisations by having 

conviction in the practice and in your own mind carry out all these visualisations with a kind of make-

believe conviction.  

However it is also said that if doing each and every visualisation is difficult to handle, then one could 

also just think of Lama Tsong Khapa and focus your attention on him and pray to him wholeheartedly 

for everything that you wish for. There is an anecdote. Once a great teaching was given and people 

were asked to mediate and there was a rather elderly woman who couldn’t do the visualisation. She 

said, “I find it really hard, but may I receive everything that this meditator has meditated. I’m not able 

to do it, but may I will follow his practice.” Although she wasn’t able to do it herself clearly, because 

she wanted to achieve the same things a good meditator was able to achieve through the practice, 

she is said to have received whatever she wanted.  

Q&A Session 
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Audience: What’s the difference between a mantra and the mig-tse-ma prayer? It’s like we’re using 

them the same way? 

Geshe-la: Mig-tse-ma is not a mantra per se, mantra is normally like Sanskritic sound. Although the 

content may be the same.  

Audience: Is it as powerful as a mantra? 

Geshe-la: Yes, they would be the same. The Sanskrit word mantra: ‘man’ means mind, ‘tra’ means 

safe – mind saving. Like tantra: ‘tan’ means body, ‘tra’ means safe – safe body. I’m giving you the 

etymology. In terms of the sound, mig-tse-ma doesn’t sound like a mantra, but in essence it can have 

the same power.  

Audience: When we are initially visualising Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples is at heart level, at our 

heart level. Are they facing us?  

Geshe-la: They are one cubit above your head and facing the same direction as you.  

Audience: So how do the lights come? 

Geshe-la: The practice as we need to remember is not done in isolation by yourself, the practice needs 

to be done in the company of the entire community of sentient beings. Because this is a Mahayana 

practice and the practice is for their sake, we do it with them so that they too get the same benefit as 

you do through visualisation. With the light rays, we have Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples one cubit 

high seated on lotus moon and sun disk. They emit light rays and light rays permeate and fall on all 

sentient beings. The light can come down too, straight through the seats through to you. At the level 

of enlightenment, things can happen quite freely. We need to visualise doing this practice in the 

company of all beings, for their sake.  

As you saw in talking about cleansing imperfections, then for the expansive wisdom, for clear wisdom, 

white and crimson light rays go out and the light rays are hollow like a pipe for the nectar to flow to 

one and all. Thank you for asking such a pertinent question.  

 

 

 


